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PROCLAMATION NO. 609/2008.

የـጨ עדእٍ ُױክ ዋጅ ֳָד
የወጣ ዋጅ

A PROCLAMATION TO AMEND THE
VALUE ADDED TAX PROCLAMATION

የـጨעד
እُױ
ٍክ
ዋጅ
ּׁשጥץ
2)'5/09)(4   ָדፈֶጊ ֲ" #אገ%ً፣

WHEREAS, it has become necessary to amend the
Value Added Tax Proclamation N0. 285/2002;

#(ُዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ3ֵክ
ׁገ אግׂש ُםጽ $5 U A /1/ እ9
/01/  ُנטאየגከֳـው ٍውጇָ፡፡

NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with Article 55 (1)
and (11) of the Constitution of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia it is hereby proclaimed as follows:

1. ጭץ ץዕ

1. Short Title

ይֱ ዋጅ “የـጨ עדእٍ ُױክ /דያ/
ዋጅ ּׁשጥ ץ6)9/21” ـ3ֹ ֵጠׂש
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
2. דያ

2. Amendment

የـጨעד
እُױ
ٍክ
ዋጅ
ּׁשጥץ
2)'5/09)(4 እደגከֳـው ـJָֻ፣
1/ የዋጁ ׂשጽ 2 ዑ ׂשጽ /4/ ץרـዞ
#גከֳـው ዲ
ዑ
ׂשጽ /4/
ــክָّ፣
“4/

ÃNÇ êU
Unit Price

This Proclamation may be cited as the “Value
Added Tax (Amendment) Proclamation No.
609/2008”.

“ָםֳֹוጣ”  ֳُדየ(ُዮጵያ
ገּתዎ٤9 ጉסוክ ָםֳֹוጣ Yው፣”

The Value Added Tax Proclamation No. 285/2002
is hereby amended as follows:
1/

Sub-Article (4) of Article 2 of the Proclamation
is repealed and amended by the following new
Sub-Article (4):
“4/ ‘Authority’ means the Ethiopian Revenues
and Customs Authority;”

nU¶T Uz¤È ±.œ.q.Ü *¹þ1
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ከዋጁ ׂשጽ 2  ץםየגከ ִُـዲ
ዑ ׂשጽ /!5/ እ9 /!6/ ـጨנו
ዋָ፣
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The following new Sub-Article (25) and (26)
are added under Article 2 of the Proclamation:

“!5/

“የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ” ֳُד
የጥ פገዘ3 אאዝገּתያ עכאያ
ወይ וየJያጭ Yּׁשጣ עכאያ Yው፣

“25/

‘sales register machine’ means a cash
register machine or a point of sale
machine;

!6/

“a ֳُד ”ּתףየJያጭ אאዝገּתያ
עכאያዎ٤ ወይ ו#עכאያው ֶይ
ـጭ" ገָግֹُ የרגጥ ׳ፍُ
ዌ ץወይ וeֳً ו#ድ ֶይ
የגያץׂש3 רው Yው፡፡”

26/

‘supplier’ means a person who supplies
sales register machine or supplies both in
one to tax payers.”

3/ #ዋጁ ׂשጽ 6 ው ጥ “#דZውר וው”
የֳגው ּנግ ץרـዞ “#דZው וየאـ
ዘገ# רው” እደዚeנּהדֳֹו“ וጥ ወይו
#אደ#Z ףםYُ” የֳגው ּנግ ץרـዞ
“#אደ#Zֲ וY אደ#Z ֲָֹוY אገድ”
#ֳגው ــክָّ፡፡

3/

The phrase “any person” also the phrase
“activity which is carried on continuously or
regularly” in Article 6 of the Proclamation are
repealed and replaced by “any registered
person” and “activity whether or not carried on
continuously or regularly”.

4/ ከዋጁ ׂשጽ 7 ዑ ׂשጽ /4/ ׂשጥֹ
የגከֳـው ዲ
ዑ
ׂשጽ /5/
ـጨָקו፣

4/

The following new sub-article (5) is added
following sub-article (4) of Article 7 of the
Proclamation:

“5/ የዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ 1/k/ ـፈፃג
የֲג#ُ ግ3ይُ תከ9ወ እደ ፈֶ
ጊYً #ገዘ39 (ኮ"ג ُדָ גn َץ
#גወጣ עאאያ ٍ ُנטאክ שግዢው
#גፈፀאው ካָ ـይዞ ֳָםֳֹוጣt
ይከፈֶָ፡፡”

5/ የዋጁ ׂשጽ 8 ዑ ׂשጽ /2/ ፊደָ
 ףـ/k/ ץרـዞ #גከֳـው ዲ ፊደָ
 ףـ/k/ ــክָّ፣

5/

“a) the sale o f a dwelling used for a minimum
of two years, or the lease of a dwelling:”

“k. ּתያ eֳُ ዓ ُאያገֳገֳ የע"אያ
vُ Jያጭ9 የע"אያ vُ ኪףይ፣”
6/

#ዋጁ ׂשጽ 01 ዑ ׂשጽ /6/ ው ጥ
“የׂשጽ 4 ዑ ׂשጽ /3/ ድጋጌ” ـ3ֹ
የـጠרׂשው ץרـዞ “የׂשጽ 4 ዑ ׂשጽ
/2/ ድጋጌ” #ֳגው ــክָّ፣

7/ #ዋጁ ׂשጽ 01 ዑ ׂשጽ /7/ ው ጥ
“የׂשጽ 4 ዑ ׂשጽ /4/ ድጋጌ”
ـ3ֹ የـጠרׂשው ץרـዞ “የׂשጽ 4
ዑ
ׂשጽ /3/ ድጋጌ” #ֳגው
ــክָّ፡፡
8/ #ዋጁ ׂשጽ 01 ዑ
ׂשጽ /8/
ው ጥ “የׂשጽ 4 ዑ
ׂשጽ/5/
ድጋጌ” ـ3ֹ የـጠרׂשው ץרـዞ
“የׂשጽ 4 ዑ ׂשጽ /4/ ድጋጌ”
#ֳגው ــክָّ፡፡

“5/ In the case of transactions to which subarticle 1(a) of this Article is applicable, the
tax shall be withheld and be paid to the
Authority by the buyer in accordance with
directives issued, as may be necessary, by
the Ministry of Finance and Economic
Development.”
Paragraph (a) of sub-article (2) of Article 8 of
the Proclamation is repealed and replaced by
the following new paragraph (a):

6/

The reference to “Article 4, sub-article 3” in
sub-article (6) of Article 11 of the
Proclamation is repealed and replaced by
“sub-article (2) of Article 4 of this
Proclamation”.

7/

The reference to ”Article 4, sub-article (4)”
in sub article (7) of Article 11 of the
Proclamation is repealed and replaced by “
sub-article (3) of Article 4 of this
Proclamation”.

8/

The reference to “Article 4, sub-article 5” in
sub-article (8) of Article 11 of the
Proclamation is repealed and replaced by
“sub-article (4) of Article 4 of this
proclamation”.
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9/ የዋጁ ׂשጽ 06 ዑ
ץרـዞ #גከֳـው ዲ
/3/ ــክָّ፡፡
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ׂשጽ /3/
ዑ ׂשጽ

“3. ֳـጨ עדእٍ ُױክ אאዝገ3 ያֳ#ُ
רው #ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ 1/k/
የֳאـከـው ጊዜ ከـጠ9 ׂשׂש#{ֶ ֳֹוው
ወ ץእ ከ אጨ ׂש נወይ ו#ዚֱ
ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ 1/ֳ/ የֳאـከـው
ጊዜ #ـጠ9ׂשׂש#ُ ወ ץእ ከ אጨׂש נ
ֳוዝገָאד ֹוከ٢ דaנ39 אאዝገ3
ֳ#ُ፡፡”
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9/ Sub-article (3) of Article 16 of the Proclamation
is repealed and replaced by the following new
sub-article (3);
“3/ A person required to register for VAT shall file
an application for
registration and get
registered no later than the last day of the
month after the end of the period specified in
sub-article 1(a) of this Article, or the last day of
the month in which the period specified in subarticle 1(b) of this Article ended.”

10/

0/ #ዋጁ ׂשጽ !2 ዑ
ׂשጽ /1/
ץרـዞ #גከֳـው ዲ ዑ ׂשጽ
/1/ ــክָّ፣
“1/ #ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /6/ እ9 /7/
#ֶַ e~ٍ ካָـወרY # ـֳ ץׂשـጨעד
እٍ ُױክ የאـዘገ#9 ٍክ የגከፈ
ָ#ُ ግ3ይُ የגያካድ רው ደרנ
ወዲያውt  אጠُ ֳ#ُ፡፡ ֳـጨעד
እٍ ُױክ ያָאـዘገ# רው የـጨעד
እٍ ُױክ ደ א רנጠُ ይ٤ָו፡፡”
01/

02/

የዋጁ ׂשጽ !2 ዑ ׂשጽ /3/ ץרـዞ
ዑ ׂשጽ /4/፣ /5/፤ /6/ እ9 /7/ እደ
aደـ וከֶْـው ዑ ׂשጽ /3/፣ /4/፣ /5/
እ9 /6/ ֲYዋָ፡፡

የዋጁ ׂשጽ !6 ዑ
ׂשጽ /1/
ץרـዞ #גከֳـው ዲ ዑ ׂשጽ
/1/ ــክָّ፣
“1/ እያYዳዱ የאـዘገ# רው፣
k/ #ድ የ 3 ጊዜ ው ጥ ٍክ
የאክፈָ ግዴٍ ያֳ#ُ וֲּת
ֹוይֲ ו#እያዳዱ የ 3 ጊዜ
  ּשግ3ָםֳֹו ץጣt ዘድ
#אaנ3 ወይ ו#ኤַክُצnክ
የאገ9Z ዘዴ ወይָםֳֹו וጣt
ֳגወክֳው የፋይ9 ד וּהـ
ٍወa፣ እ9
ֳ/ ֳእያዳዱ የ 3 ጊዜ የרـጠው
የאጨٍ נክ אክፈያ ጊዜ ገደ3
ጠ3ָםֳֹוֳ ּבጣt ወይָםֳֹו ו
ጣt ֳወከֳው רው ከገٍ ד ּתወּׂש
ያው ጋ ץ#ድYُ ٍክא שክፈָ
ֳ#ُ፡፡”

03/

ከዋጁ ׂשጽ " ዑ ׂשጽ /2/ ׂשጥֹ
የגከ ִُـዲ ዑ ׂשጾ٤ /3/፣ /4/
እ9 /5/ ـጨנוዋָ፣
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Sub-article (1) of Article 22 of the Proclamation is repealed and replaced by the
following new sub-article(1):

“1/ Except as otherwise provided in sub-articles (6)
and (7) of this Article, a person registered for
VAT and carries out a taxable transaction shall
be required to simultaneously issue a VAT
invoice to the person who receives the goods or
services. A person who is not registered for
VAT may not have the right to issue a VAT
invoice.”

11/ Sub-article (3) of Article 22 of the Proclamation is repealed and sub-articles (4), (5), (6)
and (7) are re-numbered as sub-articles (3),
(4), (5) and (6) respectively.
12/

Sub-article (1) of Article 26 of the Proclaimation is repealed and replaced by the
following new sub-article(1):
“1/ Every registered person shall be required to:

a)

file a VAT return with the Authority
by appearing in person, or through
electronic filing or through a third
party delegated by the Authority for
each accounting period, whether or not
tax is payable in respect of that period;
and

b) simultaneously pay the tax to the
Authority or to the person delegated
by the Authority by the deadline for
filing the VAT return for every
accounting period.”
13/ The following new sub article (3), (4) and (5)
are added under sub article (2) of Article 30 of
the Proclamation:

gA
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“3/
“3/ #ٍክ ከፋዩ የግድ  ٍ ףם#אገ%ُ ףאץו
ֳדድנግ ָםጣ የרـጣْው የָםֳֹוጣt
ـףט٤ ד9ْውׁ וገ ወጥ ደ רנወይו
የ 3 רYድ ወይ וየ 3 אዝገ3 ካገ
የፍץድ vُ ُዕዛዝ ያ ፈָግ ׁገወጥ የֲYው
ደ רנወይר וYድ אያዝ ይ٤ִֶ፡፡ #ዚֱ e~ٍ
የـያዘ ወይ וየـገ% רYድ #נ דጃYُ #ፍץድ
vُ ዘድ ֹוׂשـይYُ ይ"נዋָ፡፡

4/ ׁገወጥ ደרנ٤ ወይר וYዶ٤ ֳא
ጠُ ፍደZ ֲָֹוY ግ3 ץከፋይ ֶይ የፖ
ֵ ٪ይָ #אጠ ד וׂשገደድ ይ٢ֶָ፡፡

5/ ֳዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /3/ ፈ
ፃፀ ו#ָםֳֹוጣt ـףטZ ُ33ץ
የـጠየד ׂש9ْው וየፖֵ
٪ይָ
 ָֹוየֹוـא# ץግዴٍ ֳ#ُ፡፡”
04/

የዋጁ ׂשጽ #2 ץרـዞ #גከֳـው
ዲ ׂשጽ #2 ــክָّ፣
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Officers of the Authority duly authorized to
carryout investigations at the business place of a
taxpayer may, without the need to have court
order, seize any illegal vouchers, documents or
books of account they encounter. Documents
seized or obtained in such a way shall be
admissible evidence in court.

4/ Police force may be used against a taxpayer
not willing to hand over illegal vouchers or
documents.
5/ For the purpose of implementing the
provisions of sub article (3) of this Article,
any member of the police force shall have
the duty to cooperate with the officer of the
Authority when requested.”
14/ Article 42 of the Proclamation is repealed and
replaced by the following new Article 42:
“42. Waiver of Penalty

“#2/
#2/ ׂשאጫ ֳُ ד
1/ ָםֳֹוጣt #גያወጣው עאאያ
 ُנטא#ٍክ ከፋይ ֶይ የـጣֳ
 ـዳደףዊ ׂשאጫ # ִבወይו
#ከፊָ እዲY ֳדድנግ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
2/ #ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ
ׂשጽ /1/
 ُנטאየגY ው ׂשאጫ #ዚֱ
ዋጅ ׂשጽ #7  ُנטאየג
ٍר#ው ወֳድ ይጨוץו፡፡”
05/

#ዋጁ ׂשጽ #3 ዑ ׂשጽ /2/ ው ጥ
“የגፈֳግ#ُ ٍክ ካָከፈֳ” ከֳגው ּנግ
ׂשጥֹ “ወይ וይግ ֹוካֶנׂש#” የנּ ָגግ
ـጨָקו፡፡
06/ የዋጁ ׂשጽ #5 ዑ ׂשጽ /k/፣ /ֳ/፣
/ּ/ እ9 /א/ የዑ ׂשጽ /1/ ፊደָ
 ףـ/k/፣ /ֳ/፣ /ּ/ እ9 /א/ ֲYው
የגከֳـው ዲ
ዑ
ׂשጽ /2/
ـጨָקו፣
“2/ ֳዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ
ׂשጽ 1/ֳ/
ፈጻጸ“ וkـרZ ደ ֳُד ”רנ#ֳֹו
ָםጣt ይፈׂשድ የٍ אـወይו
#ኮוፒው ץـየـዘጋጀ ደ רנወይו
የግዢው ወይ וየJያጩ כ3
ֳ דY ወይאֳ וጨ ץא#רד3
ወይ ו#ָْـZYُ #רYዱ ֶይ kዝ
#ׂשאY ወይ ו#אጨ ץאወይו
 אـይ ּׁשጥ ץያֳው ደ רנ#ד
 וـወይ ו#ֹודዛُ ወይ וeִו
aጂዎ٤ እደ#א עףጠ וׂשወይו
የגፈׂשደው የٍክ ׂשـ9J ወይו
የֶאـJ כ3 እዲጨ ץוወይו
የדይገֹוው ֶאـJ ֳדግ%ُ ወይו
ֶַ ד9ْው וየדጭ#ץ#ـ ץግץֹו
ֳאፈጸ וየـዘጋጀ רYድ Yው፡፡”

1/ Administrative penalties may be
waived in accordance with directive
issued by the Authority.
2/

Administrative penalties waived in
accordance with sub article (1) of this
Article may not include interest charges
computed in accordance with Article 47 of
this Proclamation.”

15/ The phrase “or appealed against its decision” is
added at the end of sub article (2) of Article 43
of the Proclamation.
16/ Sub articles (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Article 45
of the Proclamation are renumbered as
paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) of sub article (1)
and the following new sub article (2) is added:
“2/ For the purpose of implementing the
provisions of sub article 1(b) of this
Article, “incorrect invoice” means printed
or computer generated receipt not
authorized by the Authority, or a document
containing an increase or decrease in its
figures with the intention to increase or
decrease the actual purchase or sales
amount or as a result of negligence, or
prepared by printing or duplicating receipts
with identical numbers or by use of copies
of all receipt or by any fraudulent means
for increasing tax credit or tax refund or to
get tax refund while being not entitled to it
or for any other similar purpose.”
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ከዋጁ ׂשጽ #6 ዑ ׂשጽ /4/
ׂשጥֹ የגከֳـው ዲ ዑ ׂשጽ
/5/ ـጨָקו፣
“5/ ד9ْውٍ וክ ከፋይ #דZውו
የ 3 ጊዜ ٍክ የגከፈָ#ُ ግ3
ይُ ֹוይ"נው וየٍክ ٍ דወּׂשያ
ካֶנׂש# #ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ
4/k/  ُנטאይׂשጣָ፡፡”

08/

ከዋጁ ׂשጽ #7 ׂשጥֹ የגከִُـ
ዲ
ׂשጽ #7k፣ #7ֳ እ9 #7ּ
ـጨנוዋָ፣
“#7k
k የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ጠ
 וׂשግዴٍዎ٤ אֳֹוወጣُ የג
ጣָ ׂשאጫ
דZው ו#Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ
የאጠ וׂשግዴٍ ያֳ#ُ רው፣

עכאያ

1/ ዕውa9 ያָרـጠው ወይ ו#ָםֳֹוጣt
ዘድ ያָאـዘገ# עכאያ ወይו
የJያጭ
Yּׁשጣ
׳ፍُዌץ
תጠוׂש
ከـደרנ#ُ ֳـጠאׂש#ُ ֳእያዳዱ
עכאያ 3 ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፣

2/

עכאያው #ጥገ9 ֶይ ֳֹו#ُ ጊዜ
ካֲָY #  ץׂשـ#Jያጭ אאዝ
ገּתያ עכאያ ከٍ אـደרנ
ውጪ #ֶַ ד9ْው וዓይYُ
ደ רנወይ וያֳደ רנግ3ይُ
ካከ9ወY 3 ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፣

3/ #Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ֶይ
ጉዳُ ያደ רנወይ וየፊתካָ ד
ٍወው እዲׂשየ ץያደנገ ወይו
ጉዳُ ֳדድנ
ወይٍ ד וወ
ው ֳׂשאየב ץከ ףያደנገ ከֲY
3 ץ1) ይׂשጣָ፣
4/ የָםֳֹוጣt ـףטZ የJያጭ אא
ዝገּתያ עכאያ ץםዓُ ኦዲُ
እዳያደץግ
רא9ክָ
ከፈጠנ
ወይ ו#ע אያው ֶይ #ዓُא
ድ ጊዜ #ገָግֹُ דዕከָ
የَክnክ  ףאץוካֶ ደנገ 3ץ
!5 ይׂשጣָ፣
5/ #ግድ ףםው ֳגጠוׂש#ُ የJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ከገָግֹُ דዕ
ከָ ጋ ץውָ ካָፈጸ אወይ וየJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያው ከגץـ9ָ
ጋ ץያያይዝ ከـጠ אׂשወይ וየJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያው የא ףאץוዝ
ገ3 ከעכאያው ጎ እዲאׂשጥ ካֶ
ደנገ ወይ ו#Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ የאـ
ዘገ ּשዕዎ٤ ֶאـJ אደנጋْው
ወይ וደ#Zው የֶאـJ ጥያ¢ דa
 ּשנ#ֶאـJ אዝገ3 ֶይ #ُክክָ
אאዝገ ּשይנጋገጥ የֶאـJ ደרנ
ከרጠ 3! ץ5 ይׂשጣָ፣
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17/ The following new sub article (5) is added after
sub article (4) of Article 46 of the
Proclamation:
“5/ Any person who is registered for VAT and fails
to file a VAT return for each accounting period,
whether or not tax is payable, shall be liable for
a penalty imposed in accordance with sub
article 4(a) of this Article.”

18/ The following new Article 47a, 47b and 47c are
added after Article 47 of the Proclamation:
“47a. Penalties for Failure to Meet Requirements of the use of Sales Register
Machines
Any person who has the obligation to
use sales register machine shall be liable
for a penalty of:
1/ Birr 50,000 if found using sales
register machine or point of sales
machine software not accredited or
registered by the Authority;
2/

Birr 50,000 for carrying out
transactions without receipt or
invoice or for using any other
receipt not generated by a sales
register machine except at the time
the machine is under repair;

3/

Birr 100,000 if caused damage to or
change of fiscal memory or attempts
to cause damage to or change of
fiscal memory;

4/ Birr 25,000 for obstructing inspection
of the audit system of a sales
register machine by officer of the
Authority or for failure to have
annual
machine
inspections
performed by a service center;
5/

Birr 25,000 for not having a valid service
contract with an authorized service
center for a sales register machine in
use, or for using the sales register
machine without connecting to the
terminal, or for not keeping the
inspection booklet besides the sales
register machine, or for issuing refund
receipts without properly recording the
return of goods or customers’ request for
refund in the refund book;
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6/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው #
 ּُבץወይ וከa ו#ֶይ #ֲY
וክያُ ጉዳُ የደרנ#ُ #ֲאt
ገָግֹُ  אጠُ תያץּהጥ #מ
ُ ׂש9ُ ጊዜ ው ጥ ወይ ו#ֶַ
ד9ْውו וክያُ የJያጭ אא
ዝገּתያ עכאያው 3ָJُ ֹוጋጠ
אው #eֳُ רዓُ ው ጥ ֳገ
ָግֹُ דዕከִ9 ֳָםֳֹוጣt ካֶ
ٍወ ׂש3 ץ0 ይׂשጣָ፣

6/

Birr 10,000 for failure to inform the
Authority and the machine service
center within three days of the
termination of a sales register
machine use due to theft or
irreparable damage, or within two
hours for failure to report machine
malfunction due to any other causes;

7/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ የׂשג
אጥ#ُ የግድ ٍ ُክክֳZ
ድָםֳֹוֳ ףጣt ያֶ ٍወׂש
እደֲY 3 ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፣

7/

Birr 50,000 for failure to notify the
Authority the correct place of
business the sales register machine
is in use;

8/ የድ ףወይ וየ ֳ וወጥ תያደ
ץግ ወይ וየግድ ףםው የגያ
ץּהጥ  ֲתከׂש ُ מ9ُ  ׂש
ድֳ זገָግֹُ דዕከִ9 ֳֳֹו
ָםጣt ያֶ ٍወ ׂשእደֲY 3ץ
!5 ይׂשጣָ፣

8/

Birr 25,000 for failure to notify the
Authority change of name or
address or for failure to notify the
Authority and the Service Center
three days in advance in cases of
termination of business;

የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው
ጥaֶ וይ #גውָ#ُ የግድ
ٍ ףםው፣

9/

Birr 10,000 for failure to put a
conspicuous notice containing one
or all the following information at a
place where the machine is installed:

9/

k/

የـጠגው ו፣ የግድ
ו፣ የግዱ  ףםየגካְድ
#ُ ድף፣ የٍክ ከፋይ
ֳאያ ּׁשጥץ፣ የJያጭ אאዝገ
ּתያ עכאያው የዕውa9 እ9
የאጠגׂשያ ፈድ ּׁשጥץ፣

a)

b) text stating that “in case of
machine failure sales personnel
must issue manual receipts
authorized by the Authority”;

ֳ/ “የJያጭ ـףט٤ עכאያው የـ
#ֶ₪ ከֲY #ָםֳֹוጣt ፈድ
የٍـ אـከٍٍይ ּׁשጥ ץያֳው
ደרנ
ֳደ#Zው
የ אጠُ
ግዴٍ ֳֹْוው” የٍ ד ָגወ
ּׂשያ፣ እ9

c)

ּ/ “ደ רנየדይרጥ ከֲY ይክፈִ”
የ ָגጽeፍ ያֳ#ُ ٍ דወּׂשያ፣
#ግָጽ9 #ٍגይ ٍ ֳጥፎ ካָ
ـገ% 3 ץ0 ይׂשጣָ፣

0/ ֶ ףםይ የዋֳው የJያጭ Yּׁשጣ
׳ፍُ ዌָםֳֹו ץጣt ዕውa9 ָֹו
רጠው רው እዲׂשየ ץወይ וእዲ
ָ ካደנገ 3 " ץይׂשጣָ፡፡

name of the machine user, trade
name, location of trade, taxpayers’
identification number, accreditation
and permit numbers for the sales
register machine;

10/

text that reads “Do not pay if a
receipt is not issued”;

Birr 30,000 for changing or
improving a point of sales machine
software by a person not accredited
by the Authority.

#7ֳ
ֳ የaּתףYُ ግዴٍዎ٤ אֳֹו
ወጣُ የגጣָ ׂשאጫ

47b. Penalties for Failure to Observe
Supplier’s Obligations

דZው וየJያጭ אאዝገּתያ
עכאያዎ٤ ወይ׳ וፍُዌ ץa
ּתףYُ ዕውa99 ፈድ የרـጠው
רው፣

Any person who is accredited and
permitted for the supply of sales
register machine or soft ware shall
be liable for a penalty of:
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1/ የግድ ףםው የድֳ ףውጥ
ֳָםֳֹוጣt ካֶ ٍወ ׂש3ץ
1) ይׂשጣָ፣
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1/ Birr 100,000 for failure to notify
change of business address to
the Authority;
2/

2/

#ָםֳֹוጣt ዕውa9 ያָרـጠ
ው የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ כא
עያ ֳገ#ያ ካዋֳ
3 ץ5)
ይׂשጣָ፣

3/ ֳእያዳዱ የJያጭ אאዝገ
ּתያ עכאያ וዝገ ֹוከםֳֹו
ָጣt የעכאያ ֳאያ ּׁשጥץ
ካָወרደ ወይ וየወרደው የא
עכያ ֳאያ ּׁשጥֳ ץእይٍ #ג
ያא٤ ٍ #עכאያው ֶይ
ካֳָጠፈ 3 ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፣
4/

#ֶ ףםይ  ִֹוየJያጭ אאዝገ
ּתያ עכאያዎ٤ ֶይ የגያደץገ
ው ד9ْውֳ וውጥ ֳָםֳֹוጣt
#aድגያ ካֶ ٍወ ׂשወይו
ֳ
עכאያው ጠ וׂש#גያ3ף
ףው የጠעאא וׂשያ ው ጥ
ُክክֳZ ያֲָY נאጃ ካ ገֹו
ወይُ וክክֳZው נאጃ ከׂשYר
3 ץ1) ይׂשጣָ፣

5/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤
#ْנראው ወይֵ וጠገt #דይ
٢ָ#ُ e~ٍ #ደጋ וክያُ
3ָJُ የደֹْורנው ֲאt  ٍ
ውׂשው እዲـኩֶْው ֳגጠይּׁש
የገָግֹُ דዕከֶُ #ׂש ُ מ9ُ
ው ጥ ֳדaנ3 ֳא٢ִ ֳֳֹו
ָםጣt  ׂשድ זካֶ ٍወ ׂש3ץ
$ ይׂשጣָ፣

6/ ውָ ֳـዋዋֶْው የገָግֹُ
דዕከֶُ נאጃ ካָያዘ ወይו
ውֶْው
ֶנּהጡ
ወይו
ዲ
ֳـዋዋֶْው የገָግ
ֹُ דዕከֶُ ֳָםֳֹוጣt ካֶ
ٍወ ׂש3 ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፣
#7ּ
#7ּ

የገָግֹُ דዕከָ ግዴٍዎ٤
אֳֹוወጣُ የגጣָ ׂשאጫ

ד9ْው וየJያጭ אאዝገ
ּתያ עכאያዎ٤ የገָግֹُ
דዕከָ፣
1/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ የፊ
תካָ ٍ דወ #ــካ #eֳُ
ׂש9ُ ው ጥ ֳָםֳֹוጣt ካֶ
ٍወ ׂש3 ! ץይׂשጣָ፣
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Birr 500,000 for selling a sales
register machine not accredited
by the Authority;

3/ Birr 50,000 for failure to get a
machine registration code for
each sales register machine
from the Authority or for not
affixing the machine code
stickers on a visible part of the
machine;
4/ Birr 100,000 for failure to notify
to the Authority in advance any
change made to the sales
register machine in use or for
inserting or adding incorrect
information or for omitting the
correct information from the
manual that guides the use of
sales register machine;
5/

Birr 50,000 for failure to notify
the Authority in advance or for
not being able to replace, within
three days of the request made
by a service center, sales
register machine lost due to
theft or sustained irreparable
damage;

6/

Birr 500,000 for failure to keep
information
about
service
centers with which it has signed
agreements or for failure to
notify the Authority about
contracts terminated or newly
entered agreements with service
centers.
47c. Penalties for Failure to Observe
Sales Register Machine Service
Center’s Obligations
Any Sales Register Machine Service
Center shall be liable for a penalty
of:
1/

Birr 20,000 for failure to report to
the Authority within two days of
change of the fiscal memory of a
sales register machine;
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2/ Birr 20,000 for failure to perform
annual technical inspections on
sales register machines that are
under contract;

2/ ውָ የገֹْוֹוው የJያጭ אאዝ
ገּתያ
עכאያዎ٤
#ዓُא
ድ ጊዜ የَክnክ  ףאץוካֶ
ደנገ 3 ! ץይׂשጣָ፣

3/

3/ aּתףው ዕውa9 ይרጠው9
#ָםֳֹוጣt ዘድ ይאዘገ3
#ףדרֶ ףםው ֳእያዳዱ
ـףטZ 3 ץ$ ይׂשጣָ፡፡”
09/

ከዋጁ ׂשጽ $ ׂשጥֹ የגከִُـ
ዲ ׂשጽ $k፣ $ֳ፣ $ּ፣ $א፣
$ט፣ እ9 $נ፣ ـጨנוዋָ፣
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Birr 50,000 for deploying every
person not certified by the
supplier and not registered by
the Authority;”

19/ The following new Articles 50a, 50b,
50c, 50d, 50e and 50f are added after
Article 50 of the Proclamation:
“50a. Failure to Register for VAT

“$k. ֳـጨ עדእٍ ُױክ ከፋይYُ
ֳאאዝገ3
ֳـጨ עדእٍ ُױክ ከፋይ
Yُ የאאዝገ3 ግዴٍ ያֳ#ُ
ֲ" ይאዘገ3 የـገ% ግ3ץ
ከፋይ ጥፋـYً #ፍץድ vُ
נתጋገጥ ከ3 ץ0 እ ከ 3ץ
$ #גደ ץየገዘ3 ׂשאጫ9
ከድ እ ከ eֳُ ዓُא
#גደ ץእ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡
$ֳ.የـጨעד
ֳ.የـጨ עדእٍ ُױክ ֲָֹוY ደנ
 רወይ וያֳደ רנግ3ይُ
דካְድ
1/ דZውـֳ וጨ עדእٍ ُױክ
የאـዘገ#
רው
ያֳـጨעד
እٍُױክ ደ רנግ3ይُ תያ
ካድ ከـገ% ጥፋـYً #ፍץድ
vُ נתጋገጥ ከ3 ץ0 #דያ
እ9 ከ3 ץ1) #דይ#ָጥ
የገዘ3 ׂשאጫ እ9 ከeֳُ እ ከ
 ُ וዓ ُא#גደץ
እם
 ُףይׂשጣָ፡፡

2/

#ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ
/1/ #ـጠרׂשው ׁገወጥ ደנ
ֶ רይ #ֳאـከـው የገዘ3
אጠ א ُנטאከፈָ የY#
נ#ُ ٍክ ከ3 ץ1) #ֶይ
ከֲY
የגጣֳው
የገዘ3
aጣُ የٍክא שጠ ያֱָ
ይֲ9ָ፡፡

Any taxpayer who is required to
register for VAT commits an offence
if found not complying with such
obligation and shall, upon conviction,
be punished with a fine of not less
than Birr 10,000 and not more than
Birr 50,000 and imprisonment for a
term of not less than one year and not
more than two years.

50b. Failure to use VAT Invoice
1/

Any person who is registered for
VAT commits an offence if carries
out transactions without VAT
invoice and shall, upon conviction,
be punished with a fine of not less
than Birr 10,000 and not more than
Birr 100,000 and imprisonment for a
term of not less than two years and
not more than five years.

2/ Where the tax payable on the basis of
the amount shown on the illegal
invoice referred to in sub article (1)
of this Article is in excess of the
Birr 100,000 the fine shall be equal
to the tax amount
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50c. Un authorized Use or Print of Receipt
$ּ. ያָـፈׂשደ ደא רנጠ וׂשወይוـד ו

Any person commits an offence if uses
unauthorized computer generated or
printed receipts or provides the service
of printing unauthorized receipts and
shall, upon conviction, be punished with
a fine of not less than Birr 10,000 and
not more than Birr 100,000 and
imprisonment for a term of not less than
two years and not more than five years.

ከָםֳֹוጣt ፈድ
ይרጥ #ኮ
וፒው ץـየـዘጋጀ ደ רנወይו
ደ רנ# וـ דየـጠ אׂשወይו
የደ ُאׁُ רנገָግֹُ የרጠ
רው ጥፋـYً #ፍץድ vُ
נתጋገጥ ከ3 ץ0 እ ከ 3 ץ1)
#גደ ץየገዘ3 ׂשאጫ9 ከeֳُ
እ ከ  ُ וዓ ُא#גደץ
እ ُףםያ ׂשጣָ፡፡

$א. የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ጠ
 וׂש#ֳאגከُ
ֳגፈ
ጸ וጥፋُ
    
   !:1/ #ָםֳֹוጣt ዕውa9 ያָר ـጠው
ወይו
ያָאـዘገ#
የJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ከـጠאׂש
ጥፋـZ ֲאt #ፍץድ vُ
נתጋገጥ ከድ ዓ ُא#דያ
 9 ከeֳُ ዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ
እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፣

2/ עכאያው #ጥገ9 ֶይ ֳֹו#ُ
ጊዜ ካֲָY #  ץׂשـ#Jያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ከٍאـ
ደ רנውጪ ወይ וያֳደנ
 רግ3ይُ ካከ9ወY ጥፋـZ
ֲאt #ፍץድ vُ נתጋገጥ
ከድ ዓ ُא#דያ 9 ከe
ֳُ ዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ እם
 ُףይׂשጣָ፣
3/ #Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው
የፊתካָ ٍ דወ ֶይ ጉዳُ
ያደ רנወይ וየፊתካָ ٍ דወ
ው እዲׂשየ ץያደנገ ወይו
ጉዳُ ֳדድ נወይٍ ד וወ
ው ֳׂשאየב ץከ ףያደנገ
ከֲY ጥፋـZ ֲאt #ፍץድ vُ
נתጋገጥ ከ ُ מዓ ُא#דያ
9 ከ ُ וዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ
እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፣
4/

የָםֳֹוጣt ـףטZ የJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያው ץםዓُ
ኦዲُ እዳያደץግ רא9ክָ
የፈጠ נወይ ו#עכאያው ֶይ
#ዓ ُאድ ጊዜ #ገָግֹُ
דዕከָ የَክnክ  ףאץוያֶ ደ
נገ ከֲY ጥፋـZ ֲאt #ፍץድ
vُ נתጋገጥ ከ ድ ُ ወ ץ#דያ
 9 ከድ ዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ
እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፣

50d. Violations of the Requirements of
the use of Sales Register Machines
Any person who has the obligation
to use sales register machine:1/

commits an offence if found using a
sales register machine not accredited
or registered by the Authority and
shall, upon conviction, be punished
with imprisonment for a term of not
less than one year and not more than
two years;

2/

except at the time the sales machine
is under repair, commits an offence
if carried out transactions without
receipt or invoice or used any other
receipt not generated by a sales
machine and shall, upon conviction,
be punished with imprisonment for a
term of not less than one year and
not more than two years;

3/

commits an offence if caused
damage or change to the fiscal
memory of a sales register machine
or attempts to cause damage or
change to the fiscal memory and
shall, upon conviction, be punished
with imprisonment for a term of not
less than three years and not more
than five years;

4/

commits an offence if obstructed
inspection of the audit system of a
sales register machine by officer of
the Authority, or if failed to have
annual
machine
inspections
performed by a service center and
shall, upon conviction, be punished
with imprisonment for a term of not
less than six months and not more
than one year;
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5/
5/ የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያው
የגገ#ُ የግድ ٍ ُክክ
ֳZ ድָםֳֹוֳ ףጣt ያֶ
ٍወ ׂשእደֲY ጥፋـZ ֲאt
#ፍץድ vُ נתጋገጥ ከ ድ ُ
ወ ץ#דያ 9 ከድ ዓُא
#דይ#ָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡
$ט. #aּתףያዎ٤ የגፈጸ בጥፋِ٤
דZው ו#Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ כא
עያዎ٤ ወይ׳ וፍُዌ ץaּתףYُ
ዕውa99 ፈድ የרـጠው רው:1/ የግድ ףםው የድֳ ףውጥ
ֳָםֳֹוጣt ካֶ ٍወ ׂשጥፋـZ
ֲאt #ፍץድ vُ נתጋገጥ
ከድ ዓ ُא#דያ 9 ከeֳُ
ዓُא
#דይ#ָጥ
እُףם
ይׂשጣָ፣

commits an offence if failed to notify to
the Authority the correct business
address where a sales register machine is
in use and shall, upon conviction, be
punished with imprisonment for a term
of not less than six months and not more
than one year.

50e. Offences by Suppliers
Any person who is accredited and
registered to supply sales register
machines:
1/ commits an offence if failed to report to
the Authority a change of business
address and shall, upon conviction, be
punished with imprisonment for a
term of not less than one year and not
more than two years;

2/

commits an offence if sold a sales
register machine not accredited by
the Authority and shall, upon
conviction, be punished with
imprisonment for a term of not
less than three years and not more
than five years;

3/

commits an offence if failed to notify
the Authority in advance any change
made to the sales register machine in
use, or if inserted incorrect
information to or omitted the correct
information from the manual that
guides the use of sales register
machine and shall, upon conviction,
be punished with imprisonment for a
term of not less than three years and
not more than five year.

2/ #ָםֳֹוጣt ዕውa9 ያָـ
רጠው עכאያ ֳገ#ያ ካዋֳ
ጥፋـZ ֲאt #ፍץድ vُ
נתጋገጥ ከ ُ מዓ ُא#ד
ያ 9 ከ ُ וዓ ُא#ד
ይ#ָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፣
3/ #ֶ ףםይ  ִֹוየJያጭ אא
ዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤ ֶይ የגያ
ደץገው ד9ْውֳ וውጥ ֳֹו
ֳָםጣt #aድגያ ካֶ ٍወׂש
ወይ ו#עכאያው የጠוׂש
עאאያ ው ጥ ُክክֳZ ያֲָY
נאጃ ካ ገ ֹוወይُ וክክֳZው
נאጃ ከׂשY רጥፋـZ ֲאt #ፍ
ץድ vُ נתጋገጥ ከ ُ מዓُא
#דያ 9 ከ ُ וዓ ُא#ד
ይ#ָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡

$נ. #Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤
የገָግֹُ דዕከָ9 ـףט
٤ የגፈጸ בጥፋِ٤
1/ ד9ْው וየJያጭ אאዝገּתያ
עכאያዎ٤ የገָግֹُ דዕከָ
aּתףው ዕውa9 ያָרጠው9
#ָםֳֹוጣt ዘድ ያָאـዘገ#
ـףטZ #ֶ ףםይ ِץדר
ከـገ% ጥፋـZ ֲאt #ፍץድ
vُ נתጋገጥ ከድ ዓُא
#דያ 9 ከ ُ מዓ ُא#דይ
#ָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡
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50f. Offences by Sales Register Machine
Service
Centers
and
their
Personnel
1/ Any sales register machine service
center commits an offence if
deployed a service personnel that
is not certified by the supplier and
not registered by the Authority
and shall, upon conviction, be
punished with imprisonment for a
term of not less than one year and
not more than three years.
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2/
2/ ד9ْው וየJያጭ אאዝገ
ּתያ עכאያዎ٤ የገָግ
ֹُ דዕከָ ـףטZ የJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ያֳ
ገָግֹُ דዕከִ9 ያֳםֳֹו
ָጣt ዕውa9 ከፈٍٍ ወይו
ከገጣጠ אወይ וየJያጭ
אאዝገּתያ עכאያ ይ#ֶJ
ֲ 3ֹ እJጉ ካY ወይו
ካִ ከׂשየ נወይ וእYዚֱ
የ ִר אድףጎِ٤ ከፈጸא
ጥፋـZ ֲאt #ፍץድ vُ
נתጋገጥ ከ3 ץ5 #דይ#
ָጥ የገዘ3 ׂשאጫ እ9
ከድ ዓ ُא#דያ 9 ከמ
ُ ዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ እם
 ُףይׂשጣָ፡፡”
!/

!1/

#ዋጁ ׂשጽ $1 ዑ ׂשጽ /1/
ው ጥ “#2 /eֳُ/ ዓ ُאእ ”ُף
የֳגው ּנግ ץרـዞ “ከድ ዓُא
#דያ 9 ከeֳُ ዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ
እ ”ُףם#ֳגው ــክָّ፡፡
የዋጁ ׂשጽ $3 ዑ ׂשጽ /2/
እ9 /3/ የY# ُסዑ ׂשጽ /4/ እ9
/5/ ֲYው የגከ ִُـዲ ዑ
ׂשጽ /2/ እ9 /3/ ـጨנוዋָ፣
“2/

የָםֳֹוጣt ـףטZ የJያጭ אא
ዝገּתያ עכאያዎ٤ ጠ וׂשደ
39 עאאያዎ٤ #ֳֶـאፍ፣
k/

የJያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ
የፈٍٍ ወይ וየገጣጠ אወይו
የـףט ¬ץרZ #ֳַ#ُ ףם
ֶይ እዲውָ የፈׂשደ ወይו
የעכאያው ֳאያ ּׁשጥ ץያׂשያ
የ נእደֲY፣ ወይו

ֳ/

#Jያጭ אאዝገּתያ עכאያ
ـጠגው ወይ ו#ገָግֹُ
דዕከִ
ወይו
#ـףטZው
ወይ ו#aּתףው የـፈጸא
ד9ْውׁ וገ ወጥ ድףጎُ
እያወ ׂשወይ ו#ָْـYُ #!4
רዓُ ጊዜ ው ጥ ֳָםֳֹוጣt
עፖ ُץያֶደנገ እደֲY፣

ጥፋـZ ֲאt #ፍץድ vُ נת
ጋገጥ ከ3 ץ5 #דያ 9
ከ3 ץ0 #דይ#ָጥ የገዘ3
ׂשאጫ እ9 ከድ ዓ ُא#ד
ያ 9 ከ ُ מዓ ُא#דይ#
ָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡
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Any personnel of a sales register
machine service center commits
an offence if, without the
knowledge of the service center
and the Authority, dismantle or
assemble a sales register machine,
or if deliberately removed the
seals on a sales register machine
or changed parts of a sales register
machine not reported to have any
break down, or if committed any
similar act and shall, upon
conviction, be punished with a
fine of not more than Birr 5,000
and imprisonment for a term of
not less than one year and not
more than three years.”

20/ The phrase “imprisonment for a term of two
(2) years” in sub article (1) of Article 51 of
the Proclamation is repealed and replaced by
“imprisonment for a term of not less than one
year and not more than two years;”
21/

Sub articles (2) and (3) of Article 53 of the
Proclamation are re-numbered as sub-articles
(4) and (5) and the following new sub articles
(2) and (3) are added:
“2/ Any employee of the Authority who, in
violation of the rules and procedures of
the use of sales register machines:

a)

Dismantles or assembles a sales
register machine or approves its
utilization without the presence of a
service personnel or changes the
machine registration code; or

b) Knowingly or negligently fails to
report to the Authority, within 24
hours, offences committed by the
user or service center or its
personnel or supplier of a sales
register machine;
Commits an offence and shall, upon
conviction, be punished with a fine of not
less than Birr 5,000 and not more than
Birr 10, 000 and imprisonment for a term
of not less than one year and not more
than three years.
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3/
3/

3.

የግ3ָםֳֹו ץጣt ـףטZ ያֳ
#ו ּׂשክያُ ጉዳይ #דጓُـ
#ግ3 ץከፋይ ֶይ ֳגያደרץው
ጉዳُ #ፍּُ3 ץ׀ያֳ#ُ ٪ֶ
ፊYُ እደـጠ# "ֲ ׂשጥፋـ
ZYً #ፍץድ vُ נתጋገጥ ከ
ድ ዓ ُא#דያ 9 ከeֳُ
ዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ እ ُףםይׂש
ጣָ፡፡”

ዋጁ የגፀ9#ُ ጊዜ
ይֱ ዋጅ #ፌዴ ָףYጋ ُעጋዜጣ ٍُז
ከወጣ#ُ ׂש
 ׂשጀ צוየፀ9 ይֲ9ָ፡፡
ዲ # םכֱٍ ֹו06 ׂש
 ׂש21 ዓ.ו
GR¥ wLdgþ×RgþS
yxþT×eÃ ØÁ‰§êE ÄþäK‰sþÃêE
¶pBlþK PÊzþÄNT
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The Authority’s officer shall be held
responsible for any damage caused to a
taxpayer by delaying without any good
cause, the performance of his/her duty.
Such employee in addition to being held
liable for the damage, shall, upon
conviction,
be
punished
with
imprisonment for a term of not less than
one year and not more than two years.”

3. Effective Date
This Proclamation shall enter into force up on the
date of publication in the Federal Negarit Gazeta.
Done at Addis Ababa, this 25th day of December, 2008

GIRMA WOLDEGIORGIS
PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF ETHIOPIA

